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Abstract 

In this paper, I present a mathematical theory of Integrated Information Theory, using entropy as 

measure of information and hence, as the information distance function. Also, we will consider a 

set, whose open subsets are mechanisms and topology is the system, we use these two modifica-

tion in the structure of Integrated Information Theory and Quantum Integrated Information theo-

ry, to define Entropic Integrated Information Theory, we will also justify our claims to use why 

entropy should be use as a measure of cause/effect information and as information distance func-

tion using [1]. We will also see the relationship of entanglement with concept and conceptual 

information. This paper is an attempt to binds consciousness, quantum information, entangle-

ment and quantum mechanics together. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper we will use the structure of Integrated Information Theory (IIT) [2], Quantum 

Integrated Information theory (QIIT) [3], and taking the cause/effect information distance 

function as  relative entropy to redefine the structure of IIT and QIIT, like cause/effect integrated 

information, core causes/effects, integrated information of Mechanism,, we a set whose topology 

would be the system and elements of topology would be mechanisms, this will help use to 

redefine, concept, conceptual structure, conceptual space, conceptual information and integrated 

information of system or conceptual integrated information, the degree of consciousness. 

Following is the methology. Also will will observe the relationship between entaglement and 

consioness. 

 

2. Structures of Entropic Integrated Information Theory 
 

The basic structure of Entropic IIT are as follows:   

 Structure I: Let Λ be a set with cardinality |Λ| < ∞ and topology  �. Here elements of 

the topology is mechenisms and topology itself is the system For each  � ∈ Λ there is an 
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associated 	 −dimensional quantum system with Hilbert space ℍ� ≅ ℂ�. Given any 

Ω ∈ � ⊂ � we define ℍΩ ≔ � ℍ��∈Ω , with dimension 	|Ω|. 

 Structure II: The state-space is the associated operator algebra denoted by ��ℍ��. 

 Structure III: One has that ℍ� ≔ ℍΩ⨂ℍΩ�, where Ω� denotes the complement of  

Ω ∈ � ⊂ � . 

 Structure IV: Let the dynamics be described by a unitary completely positive-map 

��: ��ℍ�� → ��ℍ��, such that �� !�"�# ≔ !�" + %� with ��&� = &�, where &� is 

identity of operator ℍ�. 

 Structure V: Given Ω ∈ � ⊂ � we define the noising completely positive-map () by 

(): ��ℍ�� → ��ℍ��, such that ()�!� ≔ �tr)!�⨂ &,
�|Ω| 

 Structure VI: let -, / be density matrices, then 01-, /2 is the information distance 

function and defined as  01-, /2 ≔ |3�-||/�| the modulus of relative entropy (e.g. 

relative von neumann entropy, renyi entropy), which is obvious as entropy is measure of 

information.[5] 

We know that the relative entropy is not symmetric function but Johannes Kleiner and 

Sean Tull , clearly mention in the paper 112 that  

“.. the distance function does not necessarily have to satisfy the axioms of a metric. While 

……natural axioms…..might hold, they are not necessary for the IIT algorithm.” 

Further structures require a detained information and hence are explained in their own sections 

below. 

 

3. Cause/Effect Repertoires 

 Definition: Given the unitary ��, the state Ψ� ∈ ��ℍ��, �Ψ� ≥ 0, tr�Ψ�� = 1� and the 

mechanisms 8, 9 ∈ � ⊂ � we define the effect (ℯ) and cause �;) repertoire of 8 over the 

purview 9, by: 

-�<� �9|8� ∶= tr>� ?��
�<� ∘ (A��Ψ��B 

Where C ∈ Dℯ, ;E. Let ��
�ℯ� = �� then ��

�;� = ��⋇, the dual of  �. 
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 The set of density matrices -�ℯ� �9|8�  -�;� �9|8�# encode how the dynamics constrain 

the future (past) of 9, given that the system is initialized in ΨG and noised over 8′ . 

 Note, -�ℯ� �∅|8� = & = -�;� �∅|8�, ∀8 by trace normalization 

 

4. Cause/Effect Information 

 Definition: The cause/effect information, ℐ<�9|8� of 8 over 9 is given by 

ℐ<�9|8� ≔ 0L-�<� �9|8�, -�<� �9|∅�M 

 where it is easy to evaluate -�<� �9|∅� ≔ &N
�|O| 

 distance monotonicity under partial traces and unitary invariance follows P ∈ �> ⇒
ℐ<�P|8� ≤ ℐ<�9|8�, where C ∈ Dℯ, ;E. 

 

5. Cause/Effect Integrated Information 

 Given the mechanism 8 and the purview 9 we consider all possible bi-partitions of them 

D8� , 8��E and D9�, 9��E, where !�⋂ !�� =  ∅, !�⋃!�� =  ! and !� , !�� ∈ �U. Where �U is sub 

topology of  ! and ! ∈ D8, 9E. 

 Definition: cause/effect integrated information of 8 over 9 by 

 V�<��9|8� ≔ min� 0L-�<� �9|8�, -�<� �9�|8��⨂-�<� �9��|8���M 

where C ∈ Dℯ, ;E. In this definition the minimum is taken over all the 2 |> |_|A|`a − 1 

possible pairings �9�, 8�� different from the trivial one �∅, ∅�, �9, 8�, which would make 

any repertoire factorizable. 

 The e relative entropy of entanglement, bcd
�<��9|8� which is the measure of entanglement 

in the density matrix -�<� �9|8� is the lower bound of the cause/effect integrated 

information and it’s upper bound is cause/effect information. 

bcd
�<��9|8� ≤ V�<��9|8� ≤ ℐ<�9|8� 
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where 

bcd
�<��9|8� ≔ mine3 -�<� �9|8�||/#: / ≔ /� ⊗ /�′ g 

Also,  /� ∈ ℍ�, /�′ ∈ ℍ�′ and ℍ�⨂ℍ�� = ℍ>   

 

6. Core Causes/Effects 

 Definition: The purview  

9hi<
�<� ≔ e9 | max>∈� V�<��9|8�g, 

 is defined a core effect/cause of  8, where C ∈ Dℯ, ;E. 

 The corresponding value of V�<� is denoted by  

V�<��8� ≔ max>∈� V�<��9|8� = V�<�?9hi<
�<� l8B 

 where C ∈ Dℯ, ;E. 

 The associated repertoires are called global given by 

-m
�<��8� ≔ -�<�?9hi<

�<� l8B ⊗
&nopq

�q�

	|nopq
�q� | 

Where rhi<
�<�

 complement 9hi<
�<�

, i.e. rhi<
�<� ≔ Λ\9hi<

�<�
, where C ∈ Dℯ, ;E 

 The corresponding value of bcd
�<�

 is denoted by  

bcd
�<��8� ≔ max>∈� bcd

�<��9|8� = bcd
�<�?9hi<

�<� l8B 

  where C ∈ Dℯ, ;E 

 

 

7. Integrated Information of Mechanism 

 The integrated information of 8 is defined as  
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V�8� ≔ mineV�ℯ��8�, V�;��8�g 

 If V�8� = 0 then either V�ℯ��9|8� = 0, ∀9 or V�;��9|8� = 0, ∀9. If, V�8� > 0 then it 

creates a concept. 

 We will define integrated entanglement information as  

bcd �8� ≔ minubcd
�ℯ��8�, bcd

�;��8�v 

 It is interesting to note that since, entanglement entropy is the lower bound, hence if there 

is entanglement in quantum system then that would lead to a concept 

 

8. Conceptual Structure  

 For any mechanism 8 ∈ � the triple ?V�8�; -m
�ℯ��8�, -m

�;��8�B with V�8� > 0  is 

called a concept associated with V�8�, denoted by x��8�. The conceptual structure, y�  

is defined as follows i.e. 

y� ≔ �x��8�| V�8� �z "ℎ| �}"|~��"|	 �}�����"��} �� 8�A∈�  

Where � ⊂ � is the subset of topology, � of set Λ.  

 

9. Integrated Information of System 

 Conceptual space is metric space of conceptual structure. metric Δ defined as, given two 

conceptual structures y�  and yℛ, where �, ℛ ⊂ � 

Δ�y� , yℛ� ≔ |‖y�‖ − ‖yℛ‖| 

where 

‖y�‖ ≔ � V�8� l3 ?-m
�<��8�Bl 

<∈Dℯ,;E
A∈�

 

is the conceptual information and 3 ?-m
�<��8�B is entropy of density matrix -m

�<��8�. 
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 It is again interesting two see that if we replace  bcd �8� in place of V it serves as a lower 

bound to conceptual information, hence we define conceptual entanglement information 

as, 

‖y�‖d�� ≔ � bcd�8� l3 ?-m
�<��8�Bl 

<∈Dℯ,;E
A∈�

 

Which serves as the lower bound to conceptual information 

 Giulio Tononi defines Integrated conceptual information �Φ� in his final paper on IIT 

as “Conceptual information that is generated by a system above and beyond the 

conceptual information generated by its (minimal) parts…...” 

 Considering system as topology � we define 

Φ ≔ min�⊂�
���

Δ�y� , y�� 

The measure of consciousness due to entropoy. We can’t certainly about the relation of  

Φ and etegalment but to certain extent entegelment can cause consciousness.  

 

10. Disscusion and Conslusion 

This theory helps to understand the relationship between entropy and consciousness, it also sug-

gests that entanglement can cause cansioness. This explains the breakdown of wave function due 

to entanglement. This theory can help us to understand how quantum phenomena leads to classi-

cal reality at large scale and why quantum phenomena are not generally observed at large scale 

thereby generating a relationship between classical and quantum physics. 
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